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The Tibetan Plateau has witnessed mountain building 
on timescales of tens of millions of years, through to 
rapid contemporary climatic and ecological changes over 
seasonal to decadal timescales. These changes and their 
resulting impacts are discussed in this Focus issue, and 

summarised in the figure. Anthropogenic forcings are 
pushing a delicately balanced system beyond repair, with 
wide- reaching societal implications. Echoed throughout 
this issue is the need for co- operation and collaboration 
to understand and protect the Tibetan Plateau.

A changing Tibetan Plateau
The Tibetan Plateau is a dynamic environment, with geological, surface and climatic processes 
interacting across timescales. This Focus issue highlights the complex evolution of the region, 
from its geological origins to projected changes under anthropogenic forcing.
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40–30 Ma formation of a proto-plateau

India Asia

55–45 Ma mountainous rather than a plateau

• India-Asia collision at ~65–60 Ma. By ~55–45 Ma two 
    mountain belts in southern and central Tibet were 
    separated by a central low elevation basin.
• Tropical Asian Monsoon largely driven by ITCZ.

• Central TP uplift between ~38 to ~29 Ma, at a similar time
    to the onset of outward growth.
• Northward advancement of Asian Monsoon to southern
    sub-tropics.
• Distinct aridification events in Central Asia.

• Atmospheric and elevation-dependent warming.
• Asian Water Tower imbalanced: redistribution from frozen to liquid components.  
• Permafrost thaw.
• Expansion of lake area and number.
• Precipitation dipole: strengthened westerlies and weakened monsoon.
• Intensified grazing in grasslands, resulting in degradation.
• Increased greening and longer growing season.
• Plateau continues to be a carbon sink.

• Stronger atmospheric and elevation-dependent warming.
• Asian Water Tower further imbalanced: liquid water dominant. 
• Severe permafrost thaw.
• Continued expansion of lake area and number.
• Precipitation increases: strengthened westerlies and monsoon.
• Intensified human activity, potentially more sustainable grazing.
• Further greening and lengthening of growing season. 
• Plateau continues to be a carbon sink, nitrogen stocks stable.

• Continued outward expansion of plateau growth, 
    including rapid surface uplift of the Himalaya, northern
   Tibet and Kunlun Mountains.
• Northwestward advancement of the Asian Monsoon to

about its present front in temperate regions.
• Persistent aridification in Central Asia.
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